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How To Spend 
The Money 

More specifically, several areas of emphasis could receive 
important financial assistance from the cbeckoff funds. Educa
tional improvement could be one. Investment in human capital 
is a costly and long-term process which represents an ever
growing challenge for rural areas facing an eroding tax base. 
Yet, it is a vital component in preparing rural citizens and their 
communities for the 21st Century. With resources, one could 
even envision some rural communities aggressively pursuing 
educational excellence as a foundation for rural revitalization. 
Interestingly, the rural component of our society may represent 
the greatest potential for institutional experimentation and inno
vation and any gains in educational enhancement could·eventu
ally permeate the greater society. 

Correlated with educational improvement would be expanded 
training opportunities for the rural citizenry. Vocational training 
facilitates transition for individuals as market forces change. It 
enhances their economic opportunity and the likelihood of 
achieving productive and fulfilling vocations. It also represents 
an important component for encouraging expanded economic 
activity in rural areas. 

With checkoff dollars, the rural infrastructure could be 
upgraded to levels more competitive with metropolitan centers. 
In so doing, this could enhance the quality of life while simulta
neously making the rural community more attractive to busi
nesses considering expansion or relocation. 

A portion of the checkoff resources could be pooled by rural 
communities and earmarked for generating· innovative technolo
gy appropriate for small. and mid-sized firms in the nonfarm sec
tor. For example, food processing represents a complementary 
activity to production agriculture. The potential for value-added 
activity is great, and yet research and venture capital are often 
limited in rural America. 

Certainly, a wide array of development efforts could benefit 
from the financial resources generated by the community 
checkoff process. The key would be to encourage a systematic 
process of rural revitalization. 

Startup Challenges 

An obvious practical problem, related to implementation, 
would be the difficulty of the "startup" phase. It may take a few 
years for rural development and revitalization efforts to get 
underway. However, this should not negate the flow of dollars to 
these rural communities initially. Escrow accounts could be 
established and allowed to grow, much like private foundation 
monies . The communities could then proceed in an orderly 
manner, drawing from those accounts as necessary. Conceiv
ably, some may even choose to draw out only the interest 
accrued, keeping a perpetual endowment in place. In fact, the 
perpetual endowment approach would effectively circumvent 
problems associated with variable and uncertain revenue flows 
generated by the community checkoff plan . Clearly, rural devel
opment, if effective, takes a long-term commitment of resources 
and multi-year planning. An endowment approach may prove 
useful in assuming a steady flow of funds. 

In summary, the checkoff concept is not new-for years , vari
ous farm commodity groups have used checkoff schemes for col
lective marketing and promotional efforts. We all know that cur
rent farm program legislation is poorly targeted towards pervasive 
needs in rural America . Population desettlement and the tearing 
of the socioeconomic fabric continues. It is time for refocus and 
redirection. The Community Checkoff Plan could be a solid step. 
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A NEW DIRECTION FOR THE 
CONSERVATION TITLE OF THE 
1990 FOOD SECURITY ACT 

by Stephen B. Lovejoy 
and James J. Jones ----

>-- New programs focused especially on water quality are 
needed if the United States is to seriously address agricul
tural nonpoint source water quality problems. These pro
grams should be aimed at assisting the states to solve 
their nonpoint source water quality problems. One 
approach would be to link the Water Quality Act of 1987 
and the Food Security Act of 1990. 

Changing priorities of the American public , Congress and 
USDA suggest that there will be serious attempts to address 
agricultural non point source water pollution problems in the next 
"Farm Bill. " Current conservation programs have limited some
what agriculture's polluting Df our Nation 's water bodies. Howev
er, si'gnificant improvements in water quality will not be achieved 
without new programs specifically designed for such purposes. 
Just as the Conservation Reserve Program and Conservation 
Compliance under the Food Security Act of 1985 were targeted 
to highly erodible lands, the conservation programs under the 
1990 Food Security Act should be targeted to agricultural lands 
and agricultural practices associated with unacceptable water 
quality problems. 

Soil Conservation Priority 

From the "Dust Bowl" of the 1930s to the present day, the 
American public has been reminded of the .necessity of preserv
ing soil. Programs· have been advocated and policies ·initiatecl to 
influence farmers to voluntarily use practices which enhaflce 
farm income and conserve soil. While recent programs have 
substantially reduced erosion on cropland, there have not been 
corresponding improvements in water quality. 

Concentrating on erosion of highly erodible cropland, as the · 
FSA-85 legislation does, will not adequately mitigate the 
impacts of agricultural production on water quality. Cropland 
does not have to. be highly erodible for its soil to move from the 
field to a water body. In addition, cropland is not the sole source 
of agricultural non point source water pollution . Erosion on 
rangeland and pastureland, along with runoff from animal oper
ations contribute to water quality degradation. Controlling crop 
land erosion may be necessary but it is not a sufficient condition 
for the improvement of surface water quality. 

Important Steps 

USDA's recent National Conservation Program (NCP) recog
nizes the importance of the off-site impacts of production activi 
ties . The reduction of agricultural non point sources of water pol 
lution is designated as the number two priority of USDA conser-

Stephen B. Lov~oy is with the Department of Agricultura l 
Economics, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana. 
James J. Jones is with the Office of Policy AnaLysis, U S. 
EnvironmentaL Protection Agency, Washington, DC. 
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vation activities for the next decade. A major problem lies in 
identifying those agricultural lands which contribute non point 
source loadings and impair designated uses of water bodies. 
While erosion indices (e.g., USLE, EI, T) are adequate tools for 
targeting highly erodible lands , they are not suitable for targeting 
croplands which pose an off-site threat. However, the individual 
States may be in the process of assembling the information nec
essary for targeting agricultural soil and water conservation pro
grams to achieve water quality objectives. 

In 1987, the Water Quality Act Amendments of the Clean 
Water Act were passed by Congress and signed into law. Under 
Section 319 (the nonpoint sources provision), states are 
required to prepare Assessment Reports and Management Pro
grams. State Assessment Reports must "describe the nature , 
extent, and effect of non point source water pollution, the causes 
of such pollution, and methods used for controlling this pollu
tion." The states were encouraged to rank their nonpoint source 
problems and sequentially rank watersheds. For these assess
ments , states will be deciding which water bodies are most 
important to their citizens, which problems are amenable to 
solutions and where agricultural nonpoint source is significantly 
degrading important water resources. 

o.s. FINANCIAL 
ADJOSTMENT ASSISTANCE 

It's Time For A Change 
by Jerald R. Barnard 

and Kevin R. Kroymann ---

When an industry or major firm is confronted with major 
financial problems, they often petition the federal government 
for protection and/or financial help. And many of these efforts 
have been successful. Autos , banks, dairy products , motorcy
cles, processed meat, farmers , steel, sugar, and textiles are 
examples of industries that obtained special protections from 
exports. Chrysler, Continental Illinois Bank, Harley Davidson, 
and Lockheed are examples of firms receiving special financial 
assistance. In contrast, as McKee describes in the Second Quar
ter 1988 issue of CHOICES, when the farm machinery industry 
encountered severe financial difficulties. However, it did not 
seek, nor did it seek or receive, special federal assistance. 

Adjustment of the Industry 

From 1979, when most of the farm machinery manufacturers 
experienced both record profits and sales , until 1986, when the 
shakeout was complete, the farm equipment industry completed 
its largest contraction ever. 

As McKee documents, numerous mergers and acquisitions 
occurred. 

The value of the common stock of the surviving farm machin-

Jerald R. Barnard is Professor of Economics and 
Kevin R. Kroymann is a graduate of the College of Business, 
The University of Iowa. 
Barnard was a Resident Fellow for the] 988-89 fiscaL year 
at the National Center for Food and Agricultural Policy, 
Resources for the Future, Washington, D.C. 
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Agricultural soil and water conservation programs can be tar
geted to those watersheds identified by states in their Section 
319 assessments. However, this approach would require the 
Conservation Title of the 1990 Farm Bill to explicitly make 
water quality an objective to be met by targeting conservation 
resources , irrespective of changes in commodity programs . 
Water quality oriented conservation programs might take the 
form of a Conservation Reserve or Conservation Compliance 
but would target the program, including technical and financial 
assistance, to those watersheds identified in the Section 3 19 
assessments. A water quality targeted Conservation Compliance 
program would provide incentives (positive and negative) ~or 
farmers in priority watersheds to design and implement w i er 
quality based conservation plans. These plans would address all 
aspects of the farm firms production that affected water qual1ty, 
including range/pasture condition, animal waste, and crop pro
duction practices. 

These steps will not completely solve the agricultural nonpoint 
source water pollution problems facing the American public. 
However, they would represent a major advance toward provid
ing the quality of water the public desires , as well as the quantity 
of food and fiber it demands. 

ery companies declined 25 percent from 1979 to 1984. This 
drop compared to a decline of about 50 percent in the value of 
farmland in the Midwest. A total of $1.2 billion of capital moved 
out of the sector by sale of property, plant, and equipment. Cap
ital additions fell 64 percent. Employment declined 37 percent 
as over 115,000 jobs of workers directly employed were elimi
nated and another estimated 200,000 jobs were lost in support
ing companies. 

The contraction of the farm machinery industry was equiva
lent to a Chrysler bankruptcy and shut-down. And, the loss of 
jobs was roughly equal to the 369,000 decline of farm employ
ment from 1979 to 1984. 

Clearly, those with well-organized political efforts were effec
tive in securing assistance. However, concessions or aid granted 
on an ad-hoc basis are seldom equitable and are often ineffec
tive in redirecting an industry or firm to deal with basic produc
tivity and adjustment problems. There must be a better way. 
Lester Thurow, Dean of the Business School at MIT, recom 
mends that America should adopt a "front-door" policy. He 
would require industries and firms seeking assistance to make 
public a plan to become competitive, offer the government equi
ty participation, and undergo a rigorous economic and strategic 
review. 

We agree with Thurow and ask if it is time that similar thinking 
should be applied to farmers who seek government protection 
and assistance. 

The contrasts among farmers and rural people are as severe 
as among industries and commercial firms. The responsiveness 
of government to farmers and rural people in equally dire finan
cial conditions differ widely. In fact, in many cases transfers are 
made to people and firms that are not experiencing significant 
financial difficulties . r!j 

For More Information 
See Lester C. Thurow's book "The Zero Sum Solution," Simon 
and Shuster, Inc. , 1985, for an elaboration of his proposed 
requirements for assistance. 
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